We all Read for Ice Cream!

I read.

United Way has something sweet to share!

DEFEAT THE SUMMER SLIDE

Studies show that children can lose one to three months of learning over the summer. It’s called the Summer Slide, and it’s what happens when young minds sit idle.

Together we can form an alliance to prevent the villainous summer learning loss!
Every day counts when it comes to preventing the “Summer Slide.” There are many themes to explore on your reading adventure.

**Weekly Reading Themes**

**Week 1: Just for Fun**
Even super heroes need a break.

**Week 2: Science Fiction**
Keeping our planet, solar system, galaxy and universe safe.

**Week 3: Inventions & Scientific Discoveries**
Using super powers to create a better world.

**Week 4: Fantasy**
If you could have one superpower, what would it be?

**Week 5: Humor**
How many superheroes does it take to screw in a light bulb?

**Week 6: Autobiography**
Learning all about the lives of other heroes.

**Week 7: Nature**
Your natural surroundings can recharge your energy.

**Week 8: Mystery**
Accept a top-secret mission and solve a caper.

**Week 9: Classic**
Withstanding the test of time and popularity.

**Week 10: Adventure**
Embark on a quest for an amazing journey.

**Visit Public Libraries**
A book opens the world of imagination! Resist the Summer Slide Foe and equip your child with a library card that gives them access to tons of books they probably haven’t read yet! Children can also join other heroes and friends for story times, book clubs or other neat programs.

**Want to know more before you go?**
Go to MyLibraryWorld.com to see some of the books that may be at your library.

**Feed and Read Sites**
This summer United Way’s Feed and Read sites will offer kids a place to gather in neighborhood centers to read and receive a book of their own. Food packages will also be available. For site locations and times please visit UWBrevard.org

**Read-to-Ride**
May 25-August 9 (for 18 years or younger)
Read-To-Ride emphasizes the importance of using Brevard County libraries as an invincible resource to enhance reading skills during the summer months. Bus riders can bring their bicycles, capes and jetpacks, on a space-available basis.

For bus maps and schedules, go to 321Transit.com, or call the Space Coast Area Transit RideLine at 321-633-1878.

To locate Brevard’s public libraries, go to MyLibraryWorld.com - Classified super-duper-decoder Library cards are FREE!

**Not Sure What Book to Read Next?**
Unmask the mystery and take an adventure!
See what other kids your age are reading! Recommend a summer read by posting a highlight or teaser, a video or a link to a book trailer. Or check out other fun and free reading ideas: BrevardSchools.org Parents and Student tab (Summer Reads or Family Engagement).

**StartWithABook.org**
Start with a Book is the new Summer Reading support for parents provided by Reading Rockets.

**ReadToMeIntl.org**
Read to Me International provides a list of recommended titles for reading aloud.

**ChildrensLibrary.org**
This is an international digital library with books from around the world.

**Good Readers...**
- Ponder and ask questions
- Predict what will happen next
- Make connections to the world around them
- Interpret the author’s message
- Stop and think about what they have read
- Read different genres or types of books
- Summarize the text read before reading on

**Make the Effort to...**
- Have conversation centered around daily experiences
- Interact with text through a Read Aloud or Read to Me
- Discuss thoughts on a topic of choice
- Play word games
- Make time spent with books special
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I READ.
YOU READ.
WE ALL READ FOR ICE CREAM!

United Way has something sweet to share!

We know you want to chill out this summer, but here is the scoop. It is really important that you keep reading! That’s why United Way has partnered with Brevard Public Schools!

If you read this summer and turn in the completed form to your new teacher in September, you will be invited to an ice cream party at your school. All you have to do is read!

Prefer reading e-books? Just check the box and let us know you did your reading on myON. Your school will know how many books you’ve read over the summer and you’ll get invited to the ice cream party too!

Student Name__________________________________________________________

School_________________________________________________ Parent Signature ________________________________________
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